Green up your

garden

Green up
your garden
In Britain, our household gardens make up an area significantly larger
than all our nature reserves put together. This huge area of land can
therefore make a massive difference when it comes to tackling climate
change and helping wildlife.

Here are some ways you can help…

Plant a tree
Trees are great at drawing in carbon
from the atmosphere and storing
it away. They also provide a home
and food for wildlife, help reduce
flooding, provide shade, remove
pollutants from the air and produce
oxygen.
Even small gardens can
accommodate a tree – pick a smaller
species like a fruit tree, crab apple
or rowan. Always select trees that
have been grown in the UK and that
are health checked to reduce the
risk of importing and spreading tree
diseases.

Plant for
pollinators
Our bees, butterflies, hoverflies and
other insects are in real trouble. You
can help by planting pollinatorfriendly plants. Try to have a range of
flower types from open flat daisy-type
flowers to deep tubular flowers such
as mints to support as many insects
as possible. If short of space, walls
and frames can support climbing
plants such as honeysuckle, clematis
and rose.
If you have a lawn, let some of it
grow longer. Offer bee hotels for
nesting and over-wintering, or just
leave long stems on plants and cut
back in spring. Plants with seeds and
berries are also great for birds and
other wildlife.

Keep surfaces
natural
Hard surfaces can contribute to
flooding, as water moves quickly
across the surface rather than being
able to soak into the soil. Climate
change is already increasing stormy
weather, and this is likely to continue.
Keeping as much land surface
natural as possible helps reduce
flood risk – rather than paving large
areas, consider using gravel or
other permeable surfaces wherever
possible.

Collect
rainwater
Using collected rainwater rather
than mains water is much more
sustainable. Install a water butt to
collect rainwater from your roof.
Water using a watering can rather
than hose pipes and sprinklers that
can waste water. Mulch to keep soil
moist to save having to water so
often.

Fences

Boundary fences and walls are
barriers to wildlife, particularly
hedgehogs. This is important
because a third of hedgehogs have
been lost in the last 20 years, and one
major cause is barriers to foraging
behaviour that force them onto roads
or other unsuitable places. Provide a
13 x13 cm gap at the base of barriers
between gardens so that all garden
space is accessible.

Go peat-free
Peat bogs are a rare wildlife habitat,
but they are also fantastic at locking
up carbon from the atmosphere.
Digging up peat to make garden
compost releases that stored carbon
and stops the peat bog being able to
soak up more.

Provide a
pond
A small pond is a useful source of
water and habitat for many species;
remember to provide an escape ramp
or shelf for wildlife to climb out. If
safety is a worry, consider providing
a pebble-filled water feature instead.

Buying peat-free compost is a great
and simple way to help tackle climate
change and support rare wildlife.
Select plants that have been grown
peat-free too. You could also make
your own compost at home, which
will save even more carbon.

Go electric
The average petrol power tool emits
0.85kg carbon per litre of petrol used.
At least one in five gardeners are
thought to use power tools – if we
all went electric it would save a lot
of carbon!

Help record
wildlife
Keeping a record of the wildlife you
see and sending those records in is
a great way to help conservationists
understand how different plants and
animals are coping.
You can record wildlife you see on the
i-record app. RSPB’s Big Garden Bird
Watch in January each year is a fun
way to check up on our garden birds
(see www.rspb.org.uk) while https://
Naturescalendar.woodlandtrust.org.
uk helps track the effects of climate
change by recording natural events
through the year – such as buds
appearing and butterflies emerging.
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Composting bins

Get Composting
Composting is natures own way of recycling.
It breaks down organic waste to produce a valuable resource
which can be used on the vegetable garden or flower beds.
Adding compost to the soil helps to add nutrients that help
the growth of stronger healthy plants.

Get a discounted compost bin by visiting
www.GetComposting.com
and typing in your postcode.
www.doingourbit.info
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